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The LA Leakers baby, get on your team

Picture me up at the top, getting weeded with my team
Flipping nothing into something, swear I'm living out
my dreams
Doin what I do, Hennessey sippin
In my hotel room, check the panoramic view
Spark another L, pass it to the left until you're chocking
on that California green
I guess that bomb is the only thing I always get fresh
baby
Fire up the trees, we next, we in this bitch and I can't
stop
I just gotta go
Before I pass there's couple things you gotta know
I chase dreams, well at least I try
Rather die than let it kill me inside my pride
It's the only thing I got right now
So hatin motherfuckers, can you all pipe down?
Cuz I ain't tryin hurry on my lesson, got song
Just a young motherfucker that's just tryina get blown
I'm just tryina

Burn up
I burn up yea, I burn up
I burn up yea, you know I burn up
I said I'm floatin up in the clouds (said I'm floatin)
Ain't nobody gonna take me down, no

I burn up yea, I burn up
I burn up yea, you know I burn up
I got the best trees in my town (I got the best)
Ain't nobody gonna take me down, no

I said I came up from the bottom, shit I started off with
nothing
Dollar and a dream was the only thing to custom
Made it out alive through the struggles and the bribes
Try and stry for whatever can provide that vibe
That thought that we don't get it all with time
I'm blind, tryina figure out this road I drive
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So dive, in this middle of the road I pried on
So blown, I don't know where my mind gone
But fuck it though, all I need is some good weed
I'm motivated by my team and that's good peeps
Cause that's the only way you should be
And all you fake motherfuckers couldn't fool me
So let's blaze and forget about the bullshit
A lot of haters talk but never gonna do shit
I said truth be told
I'm just a young motherfucker that's just tryina get
blown

Burn up
I burn up yea, I burn up
I burn up yea, you know I burn up
I said I'm floatin up in the clouds (said I'm floatin)
Ain't nobody gonna take me down, no

I burn up yea, I burn up
I burn up yea, you know I burn up
I got the best trees in my town (I got the best)
Ain't nobody gonna take me down, no
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